Transmission 1.80 -> 1.82

Transmission 1.80 -> 1.81 for Mandriva 2009.1 and 2010.0
Client Bitorrent

Ennesimo aggiornamento di fix

Homepage:
http://www.transmissionbt.com/

Aggiornamento per fix problemi, ed altro:
Transmission 1.82 (2010/01/23)

&nbsp; All tickets closed by this release
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All Platforms

- Fix 1.80 bug that misparsed some magnet links
- Fix 1.80 bug that caused startup to be very sluggish for some people
Transmission 1.80 (2010/01/20)

&nbsp; All tickets closed by this release
All Platforms

-

Add support for magnet links
Add support for trackerless torrents
Add optional "incomplete directory" where partial downloads are stored
Add .part to incomplete files' filenames
Find more peers by announcing to each tier in a torrent's tracker list, rather than only one

- Fix vulnerability from maliciously-crafted torrent files that could overwrite other files
- Improved IPv6 support
- Improved PEX sharing with other peers
- Faster management of large peer lists
- DHT improvements to bootstrapping and IPv6
- Newly-added torrents without local data don't wait in the "Verify Local Data" queue
anymore
- Add an OS hint to not cache local data during torrent verification
- Use less CPU when making encrypted handshakes to peers
- Better filtering of bad IP addresses
- Fix bug that gave "too many open files" error messages
- Fix bug that could crash Transmission on shutdown
- Fix bug that could unpause or repause a torrent on startup
- When uploading, improve disk IO performance by prefetching the data in batches
- Portability fixes for embedded systems
- Other small bugfixes and improvements
GTK+
-

Support org.gnome.SessionManager? interface for inhibiting hibernation
Added support for adding torrents by URL or magnet link
Add optional "download complete" sound using the XDG sound naming spec
When creating a torrent, make it easier to auto-add that new torrent
New statusbar "Ratio" icon submitted by jimmac
Fix minor memory leaks
GNOME HIG improvements
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Daemon
- When running as a daemon, send log messages to syslog
- Reload settings.json when receiving SIGHUP
- transmission-remote now allows per-torrent speed limits to be set
Web Client
-

Add speed limit "turtle mode" support
Double-clicking a torrent opens/closes the torrent inspector
Add "Start When Added" checkbox when adding torrents
Add Select All / Deselect All buttons to the file inspector
Add version information to the preferences dialog
Ensure the context menu goes away when clicking on torrents
Fix bug that obscured part of the context menu

Screenshots:
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